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SMBHs
SMBHs ASSEMBLY ASSEMBLY
. dynamical friction (Lacey & Cole 1993 , Colpi et al. 2000 from the interaction between the DM halos to the formation of the BH binary determined by the global distribution of matter efficient only for major mergers against mass stripping . hardening of the binary (Quinlan 1996 , Merritt 1999 , Miloslavljevic & Merritt 2001 3 bodies interactions between the binary and the surrounding stars the binding energy of the BHs is larger than the thermal energy of the stars the SMBHs create a stellar density core ejecting the background stars . emission of gravitational waves (Peters 1964) takes over at subparsec scales leads the binary to coalescence Eddington accretion rate (cfr King 2003 , Silk & Rees 1998 ...converting the accretion rate into luminosity ...
BHs in halos which have experienced major mergers only at high z have MUCH lower masses
Nuclear BHs
IGM BHs
Wandering BHs
redshift
EVOLUTION OF MBH DENSITY FUNCTION
Accreted mass of SMBHs from X-ray and optical LF.
CHARACTERISTIC STRAIN CHARACTERISTIC STRAIN h h c c FOR SINGLE EVENTS FOR SINGLE EVENTS
f) is roughly h√n, where n is number of cycles spent by source in a frequency interval f. (e.g. Thorne 1995 , Hughes et al. 2001 or an observation of uration T:
hifting Source (Burst) 1) The evolution of SMBHs and host galaxies can be followed in a semi-analytic way through merger trees 2) Modelling the accretion history and BH dynamics we can satisfy observational constraints (LF, etc.)
SOURCE NUMBER COUNTS
3) We expect a low-frequency GW background 4) LISA would be able to resolve the GWB into single sources: ~20 stationary events; ~35 bursts with S/N>5 in a 3-year mission 5) For detected sources we expect: -Frequenza all'ultima orbita stabile :
) Termini differenziali che producono lo spettro 1) Rapporto tra separazione
